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The “gradually” maturing investment cycle  
– the risk of a US recession? 
Introduction
The period since the Global Financial Crisis (GFC) has seemed unusual in the 
sense that periodic crises and post GFC caution prevented the global economy 
from overheating and excesses building, in turn preventing the return of the 
conventional economic cycle. Many of course concluded this was permanent 
and that inflation would never rise again (with talk of structural stagnation, 
the Amazon effect, etc). However, it’s becoming increasingly clear the global 
economy is moving out of its post GFC funk – with growth picking up and 
signs that inflation will too (led by the US) – and arguably returning to a more 
normal investment cycle. The pullback in shares and surge in volatility seen this 
month likely indicates an adjustment in investor expectations to reflect this. 
This note looks at what to watch.

The long and strong bull market
Next month, the cyclical bull market in US shares that started in March 2009 
will be nine years old. See the next table. 

This makes it the second longest since World War Two and the second strongest 
in terms of gain. And according to the US National Bureau of Economic 
Research the current US economic expansion is now 104 months old and 
compares to an average expansion of 58 months since 1945. This naturally begs 
the question whether recession is around the corner leaving the US and hence 
global shares vulnerable to a major bear market? 

A typical cyclical bull market in shares has three phases: scepticism – when 
economic conditions are weak and confidence is poor, but smart investors see 
value in shares helped by ultra-easy monetary conditions; optimism or the 
“sweet spot” – when profits and growth strengthen and investor scepticism 
gives way to optimism while monetary policy is still easy; euphoria – when 
investors become euphoric on strong economic and profit conditions, which 
pushes shares into clear overvalued territory and excesses appear, forcing  
central banks to become tight triggering an economic downturn, which 
combines with overvaluation and investors being fully invested to drive a new 
bear market.

Typically, the bull phase lasts five years. However, “bull markets do not die 
of old age but of exhaustion” – their length depends on how quickly recovery 
proceeds, excess builds up, inflation rises and extremes of overvaluation and 
investor euphoria appear. 

This process has taken longer than normal following the GFC because 
periodic crises or aftershocks from the GFC – eg, the 2010-2012 Eurozone 
sovereign debt crisis and the 2015-16 global growth scare both of which were 
associated with mini bear markets globally and 19% and 14% falls in US shares 
respectively. This combined with post GFC consumer and business caution 
have prevented the global economy from overheating and excesses building and 
share markets going into euphoria, that then sets the scene for the next major 
bear market.

However, this is starting to change. Global growth forecasts have stopped 
being revised down and are now being revised up. Global growth this year 
and next will likely be around 3.9% which is above potential. So global spare 
capacity is starting to be used up. 
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Fiscal austerity has given way to fiscal stimulus – at least in the US (with tax 
cuts and the removal of spending caps) – which with a lag will further boost 
growth. Inflationary pressures are building in the US – which is further 
advanced in the economic cycle than Europe, Australia and Japan (see the first 
chart) –  with a tight labour market, rising wages growth and accelerating 
import prices (flowing from the falling $US) and producer price inflation.

Not at the top yet
Historically 10% or so share market pull backs (like the one a few weeks ago) 
are normal. But whether the US is about to enter recession is critical to whether 
the US (and hence global) bull market in shares is about to end. Looking at all 
10% or greater falls in US shares since the 1970s share market falls associated 
with recession tend to be longer lasting with an average duration of 16 months 
as opposed to 9 months for all 10% plus falls and deeper with an average 
decline of 36% compared to an average of 17% for all 10% plus falls.

So whether a recession is imminent or not in the US is critically important in 
terms of whether we will see a major bear market or not. In fact, the same 
applies to Australian shares.

Our assessment is that a recession is not imminent in the US or globally. First, 
the post-GFC hangover has only just faded with high levels of confidence 
helping drive stronger investment and consumer spending. 

Second, as a result we are yet to see the sort of excesses that normally come 
with such confidence and precede recessions: 

•  overall private sector debt growth is modest in most countries (except for 
corporate debt in the US and China);

•  while investment is starting to pick up globally, there is no sign of 
overinvestment. While the US is further advanced, even here business 
investment (excesses in which preceded the tech wreck) and residential 
property investment (excesses in which preceded the GFC) are around their 
long-term averages relative to GDP.

•  capacity utilisation is rising and inflationary pressures are building in the US 
but inflation is not a problem yet and it’s not an issue in other major countries.

Third, while tax cuts and additional public spending following the relaxation 
of spending caps will boost US growth they will take time to flow through and 
cause the economy to overheat.

Fourth, monetary policy is not tight globally, even in the US where the Fed 
has been tightening for two years: the Fed Funds rate is below nominal GDP 
growth – which is a sign of lose monetary policy; and the yield curve which has 
always gone negative ahead of past recessions, is still positive.

What to watch?
Given this our judgement is that a recession is still some time away Our best 
guess is that it’s a late 2019/2020 risk. In the interim share market volatility is 
likely to increase but the bull market still has some way to go. 

The key to watch for the next big bear market is for signs of excess – eg, 
overinvestment in key areas, rapidly-rising inflation over and above central 
bank targets, tight monetary policy, clear overvaluation and investor euphoria. 
This would then set the scene for a more severe bear market (as opposed to a 
correction like we saw in 2015-16).

Investment Implications
More volatility should be anticipated, and the fickleness of investor confidence 
means we can’t rule out another crash like in 1987. But despite this we still 
appear to be a fair way from the peak in the investment cycle so the trend 
in share markets likely remains up. Non-US shares and economies are less 
advanced in their cycles and provide opportunities for investors.
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Australian’s love affair with debt  
– how big is the risk?
Introduction
If Australia has an Achille’s heal it’s the high and still rising level of household 
debt that has gone hand in hand with the surge in house prices relative to 
incomes. Whereas several comparable countries have seen their household debt 
to income ratios pull back a bit since the Global Financial Crisis (GFC), this 
has not been the case in Australia. Some worry Australians are unsustainably 
stretched, and it is only a matter of time before it blows up, bringing the 
economy down at the same time. Particularly now that global interest rates are 
starting to rise. This note looks at the main issues

Australia-from the bottom to the top in debt stakes
The chart below shows the level of household debt (mortgage, credit card and 
personal debt) relative to annual household disposable income for major countries.

While rising household debt has been a global phenomenon, debt levels in 
Australia have gone from the bottom of the pack to near the top. In 1990, there 
was on average $70 of household debt for every $100 of average household 
income after tax. Today, it is nearly $200 of debt (not allowing for offset 
accounts) for every $100 of after tax income.

Why has debt gone up so much in Australia?
The increase in debt reflects both economic and attitudinal changes. Memories 
of wars and economic depression have faded and with the last recession 
ending nearly 27 years ago, debt seems less risky. Furthermore, modern 
society encourages instant gratification as opposed to saving for what you 
want. Lower interest rates have made debt seem more affordable and increased 
competition amongst financial providers has made it more available. So, each 
successive generation since the Baby Boomers through to Millennials have been 
progressively more relaxed about taking on debt than earlier generations.

It’s not quite as bad as it looks
There are several reasons why the rise in household debt may not be quite as 
bad as it looks:

•  Firstly, higher debt partly reflects a rational adjustment to lower rates and 
greater credit availability via competition.

•  Secondly, household debt has been rising since credit was first invented. 
It is unclear what a “safe” level is. This is complicated because income is a 
flow and debt is a stock which is arguably best measured against the stock of 
assets or wealth.

•  And on this front, the rise in the stock of debt levels has been matched by a rise 
in total household wealth in Australia. Thanks to a surge in the value of houses 
and a rise in financial wealth, we are far richer. Wealth rose 9.5% last year to a 
new record. The value of average household wealth has gone from five times 
average annual after tax household income in 1990 to 9.5 times today. 

So, while the average level of household debt for each man, woman and child in 
Australia has increased from $11,837 in 1990 to $93,943 now, this has been 
swamped by an increase in average wealth per person from $86,376 to $475,569.

As a result, Australians’ household balance sheets, as measured by net wealth 
(assets less debt), are healthy. Despite a fall in net wealth relative to income 
through and after the GFC as shares and home prices fell, net wealth has 
increased substantially over the last 30 years and is in the middle of the pack 
relative to comparable countries. 

Fourthly, Australians are not having major problems servicing their loans. 
According to the Reserve Bank’s Financial Stability Review non-performing 
loans are low and Census and Household Expenditure Survey data shows that 
mortgage stress has been falling. Of course, this may reflect low mortgage rates 
with interest costs as a share of income running a third below its 2008 high. 
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Fifthly, debt is concentrated in higher income households who have a higher 
capacity to service it. This is particularly the case for investment property loans.

Sixthly, a disproportionate share of the rise in housing debt over the last 20 
years owes to investment property loans. As servicing investment loans is 
helped by tax breaks the debt burden is not even as onerous.

Finally, lending standards have not deteriorated to the same degree in Australia 
as they did in the US prior to the GFC where loans were given to NINJAs – 
borrowers with no income, no job and no assets.

So what are the risks?
None of this is to say the rise in household debt is without risk. Not only 
has household debt relative to income in Australia risen to the top end of 
comparable countries but so too has the level gearing (ie the ratio of debt to 
wealth or assets).

It certainly increases households’ vulnerability to changing economic 
conditions. There are several threats:

1.  Higher interest rates – the rise in debt means moves in interest rates are 
three times as potent compared to say 25 years ago. Just a 2% rise in interest 
rates will take interest payments as a share of household income back to 
where they were just prior to the GFC (and which led to a fall in consumer 
spending). However, the RBA is well aware of the rise in sensitivities flowing 
from higher debt and so knows that when the time comes to eventually 
start raising rates (maybe later this year) it simply won’t have to raise 
rates anywhere near as much as in the past to have a given impact in say 
controlling spending and inflation. And so, it’s likely to be very cautious in 
raising rates (and is very unlikely to need to raise rates by anything like 2%.)

2.  Rising unemployment – high debt levels add to the risk that if the economy 
falls into recession, rising unemployment will create debt-servicing problems. 
However, it is hard to see unemployment rising sharply anytime soon.

3.  Deflation – high debt levels could become a problem if the global and local 
economies slip into deflation. Falling prices increase the real value of debt, 
which could cause debtors to cut back spending and sell assets, risking a 
vicious spiral.  However, the risk of deflation has been receding. 

4.  A sharp collapse in home prices – by undermining the collateral for much 
household debt – could cause severe damage. Fortunately, it is hard to see the 
trigger for a major collapse in house prices, ie, much higher interest rates or 
unemployment. And full recourse loans provide a disincentive to just walk 
away from the home and mortgage unlike in parts of the US during the GFC.

5.  A change in attitudes against debt – households could take fright at their 
high debt levels (maybe after a bout of weakness in home prices or when 
rates start to rise) and seek to cut them by cutting their spending. Of course, 
if lots of people do this at same time it will just result in slower economic 
growth. At present the risk is low but its worth keeping an eye on with 
Sydney and Melbourne property prices now falling. But high household debt 
levels are likely to be a constraint on consumer spending.

Conclusion
While the surge in household debt has left Australian households vulnerable 
to anything which threatens their ability to service their debts or significantly 
undermines the value of houses, the trigger for major problems remains hard to 
see. However, household discomfort at their high debt levels poses a degree of 
uncertainty over the outlook for consumer spending should households decide 
to reduce their debt levels. 

Source of Articles: 
Dr Shane Oliver 
Head of Investment Strategy and Chief Economist 
AMP Capital 
Olivers Insights


